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The Chichilticale Camp of Francisco Vazquez de
Coronado
THE SEARCH FOR THE RED HOUSE

Nugent Brasher

T

his narrative is about my exploration for Chichilticale, the fabled Red
House of the Coronado Expedition. Knowing that I explore for ancient trails, anthropologist Carroll Riley encouraged me to attend a presentation by Coronado experts Richard and Shirley Flint in September 2004.
Although I knew nothing about Capt. Gen. Francisco Vazquez de Coronado,
I attended the presentation and learned that the trace of the majority of
the trail remains unknown. Motivated by this puzzle, I decided to explore
for the Coronado Trail in general and for the undiscovered Chichilticale
in specific.
The locale of Chichilticale has been unsuccessfully sought by archaeologists and historians for more than a century. The National Park Service
wanted to establish a National Historic Trail commemorating the part of
the Coronado Trail that passed through Chichilticale but dropped the effort in 1992 when scholars could not agree on the route. Despite the failure
of the trail to qualify for the National Trails System, the National Park Service recognized that the expedition was of national and international importance and that other alternatives for commemorating the expedition
should be contemplated. The first suggestion was to form a Coronado Expedition Commission charged with the task of locating "additional sites
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that are essential to identifying a route. An example would be field archaeology to identify the location of Chichilticalli."] Clearly, the National Park
Service thought that the location of Chichilticale provided an important
clue in determining the route of the Coronado Expedition.
Dedicated exploration requires a worthy goal like identifying Chichilticale.
The quest for such a target demands the acquisition of data, the assimilation and synthesis of that data, the development of an exploration concept,
a strategy to pursue prospects arising from the concept, and tactics to evaluate the prospects. These essential ingredients, when forged together, constitute an exploration program.
The records utilized for my quest to discover Chichilticale were limited
to a carefully considered selection of original source data. The Flints designated the fourteen documents used in my exploration, and they sorted the
documents chronologically. This inestimable contribution by the Flints
satisfied the requirement of data acquisition and determination of the dataset
to be used for exploration purposes. My prediction of the Coronado Expedition route reported herein is based solely upon these fourteen documents,
which I read and studied in chronological sequence. 2 I respectfully avoided
all published interpretations and analyses concerning Coronado's route
because I did not want to be influenced by modern scholars.
I read the Spanish version of the chronologically sorted data. The Flints
prepared and provided the transcriptions in all but one case. The exception
is the 3 August 1540 letter written by Coronado to Viceroy Antonio de
Mendoza, which I read in English as offered by the Flints. 3 Although the
translations provided by the Flints are excellent and absolutely suitable, I
read the Spanish versions to form my own impressions of the language. All
the translations presented herein are mine, and I have added punctuation
for ease of reading in some cases. I have also italicized some words that were
not so in the original. This process provided the means for assimilation and
synthesis of what is contained in the chronicles and for making a preliminary prediction of the Coronado route. I then took several field trips to evaluate my preliminary predicted route. Afterward, I again consulted the chronicles
in light of what had been observed in the field. Finally, I made a firm prediction of the trace of the Coronado Expedition route and developed an exploration concept that identified specific locations where artifacts ofthe expedition
might be found; such locations became exploration prospects.
I identified a total of eighteen primary exploration prospects in the United
States, each being a campsite of the expedition as it traveled from Ispa to
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Cfbola (Hawikku). I identified many secondary exploration prospectsspecific locations where terrain forced the expedition to pass through. Primary exploration prospects are valuable because the expedition lingered at
such sites, increasing the time for material evidence to be lost or discarded
and improving the opportunity for later explorers to discover these artifacts.
Secondary exploration prospects, locations where the expedition did not linger, are not so valuable because they are less likely to contain residual artifacts. The better secondary exploration prospects are sites where rough terrain
increased the chance that something was lost by the passing expedition.
I then went to the field and reconnoitered the exploration prospects from
a geological perspective. Such reconnaissance guided me in ranking each
exploration prospect with respect to the probability of discovering identifiable artifacts of the expedition at that particular prospect. Likewise, reconnaissance provided information with which to develop a strategy for exploring
high-ranking prospects and tactics suitable for such exploration.

Historical Data
Coronado departed Culiacan on Thursday, 22 April 1540. (This is the Julian
calendar date equivalent to 2 May of the modern Gregorian calendar; all
dates provided herein are Julian dates unless otherwise indicated.) Only
part of the expedition left that April day-the expedition at Culiacan was
split into an advance party and a following army. The Flints calculate that
the entire expedition "probably included between fifteen hundred and two
thousand people of various ethnicities and nationalities."4 Of this total were
"at least 1,300 natives of central and western Mexico; the so-called indios
amigos, who made up the mass of the expedition and outnumbered the
European contingent by about three to one."5 Taken from this whole, the
advance party was composed of fifty to eighty horsemen, plus thirty or fewer
footmen. 6 Expedition member Pedro de Castaneda de Najera reported, "the
greater part of the indios amigos" also traveled with the advance party.7
The expedition also included livestock. Expedition member Juan Bermejo
reported that the group took "much livestock (cows, sheep, and pigs)" and
that Coronado himself brought horses and mules. s Castaneda reported that
when the expedition traveled through the Great Plains it contained "a thousand horses and five hundred of our cattle, and more than five thousand
rams and ewes."9 An unknown portion of this livestock was taken by the
advance party. However, the difficult trail caused these animals to travel so
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slowly that the advance party moved ahead without most of them. Four
horsemen were assigned to shepherd the trailing livestock, and these men
arrived in Cfbola in early August 1540, bringing only twenty-four lambs and
four wethers. 1O
Of the two principal chroniclers, Juan Jaramillo traveled with the advance party, while Castaneda remained with the following army. Jaramillo
participated in the events that occurred from 22 April to 7 July, the latter
date being when Coronado arrived at Cfbola. Castaneda can only offer a
secondhand account of the happenings during that time span. Both
chronicles were written more than twenty years after the expedition ended.
For purposes of this narrative, it is sufficient to pick up the journey of the
advance party at Corazones. Only Jaramillo reported on the stretch of the
trail between Corazones and Chichilticale. I interpret that Corazones was
on the Rfo Sonora near the modern town of Ures, Sonora, Mexico, downstream of what Jaramillo described as a portezuelo (small door). I interpret
that feature to be the gorge cut by the Rfo Sonora as it turns sharply to the
west at Mazocahui when exiting the Rfo Sonora Valley. Jaramillo stated
that upstream of the gorge were two valleys, both along the same river, and
in the second valley was Ispa.n I interpret these two valleys to be the modern
Rfo Sonora Valley and Ispa to be the modern town of Arizpe in Sonora.
From Ispa, Coronado and his expeditionaries departed for Chichilticale
on 12 June 1540. Jaramillo provides the only account of the journey from
Ispa to Chichilticale:
From here we went about four days through unsettled land to another
arroyo that we understood was called Nexpa, and some Indians came
out to see the General with gifts of little value, with the pulpy leaves of
roasted maguey and pitahayas. We went two days down this arroyo, and
leaving the arroyo we went to the right to the foot of the mountains in
two days of journey, where we had knowledge that it was called
Chichiltiecally.12
To interpret this description by Jaramillo, I considered four possible routes.
Two of these are inherently improbable, while the other two remain promising. To satisfy the Jaramillo account, it is first necessary to have a four-day
journey through unsettled land that culminates at an arroyo. Traveling north
from Ispa, via either Bacoachi or Bacanuchi, to a point northeast of Cananea
on the headwaters of the north-flowing Rfo San Pedro satisfies this condi-
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tion. The four-day trek is also feasible by going from Ispa north to Bacoachi,
then northeast through Mababi Pass to Cuquiarachi, and finally east to
Fronteras on the north-flowing Rio Esqueda. In each case, Jaramillo would
have reached an arroyo-either the Rio San Pedro or the Rio Esquedathat could have been what he called the Arroyo Nexpa.
In order to remain consistent with the Jaramillo account, a route must
follow the Arroyo Nexpa downstream for two days, turn right to leave the
arroyo, and travel two days to the foot of the mountains to Chichilticale.
Such a route is possible by traveling from Fronteras down the Rio Esqueda
to the Rio Agua Prieta, then down that river to La Junta de los Rios. This
route requires a two-day journey. At La Junta, a turn to the right can be
made to follow the Callejon Bonito for two days to Lake Cloverdale in extreme southern Hidalgo County, New Mexico. Found at the foot of the
Animas Mountains are a number of archaeological sites including Pendleton,
Clanton Draw, and Box Canyon. Although this route generally follows the
description ofJaramillo, I believe it is a highly unlikely course because the
trail and landform descriptions farther north do not match very well with
the accounts offered by Jaramillo and Castaneda.
The Rio San Pedro route is the best fit to the trail recounted by Jaramillo
and is the easiest, most direct passage to the north. This route follows the
Rio San Pedro downstream for two days to Lewis Spring. There the route
turns to the right to follow Government Draw, located between the Mule
Mountains and the Dragoon Mountains, to a camp at the headwaters of
Whitewater Draw. This spot is near archaeological sites FF:6:1, FF:6:3, and
the now-extinct spring called Soldier's Hole. One day northeast of this camp
are the archaeological sites FF:2:1, FF:2:2, and FF:2:6, all situated in an area
with shallow water at the foot of the Chiricahua Mountains. The advance
party arrived at Chichilticale, the location of the Red House, on 19 June
1540. Map 1 illustrates my interpretation of the route of the expedition and
the location of Chichilticale.
Most scholars consider Chichilticale to be a Nahuatl word meaning "red
house." Castaneda, who arrived at Chichilticale with the following army,
depicted the Red House: "Chichilticale consisted of a ruined house without
a roof, although it seemed that in another time to have been a strong house,
this at the time it was inhabited, and it was easily perceived to be made by a
foreign culhne of warriors from afar. It was of vermilion-colored adobe."13 In a
different passage Castaneda wrote, "The house was of colorada or benneja
adobe. The house was big and it seemed clearly that it had been a fort."14
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Castaneda offered a clue as to the hue of colorada and bermeja when he
reported that the advance party "arrived at a river, because its water was
turbia and bermeja, they called Rio Bermejo."l) Notice that Castaneda associates turbia with bermeja. Turbia is derived from turbar, meaning to disturb or confuse, and when water is disturbed in a river, it becomes turbid
and carries sediments that make the water murky or muddy. Castaneda
implies that the turbid water was the color bermeja, that is, vermilion. The
color of muddy southwestern rivers is often called colorada. Bermeja and
colorada are shades of red, within the range of brownish-red to reddishorange to bright red. The operative color is red.
To envision Chichilticale, imagine the ruins of a big adobe house, reddish in color and without a roof.' If one is willing to venture that the walls
were like a fortress, then add high, thick, reddish-colored adobe walls.
Coronado reported on events at the Red House: "At Chichilticale I rested
for two days, and it was really necessary to have stayed longer, since we found
the horses worn out at that point. But because the food supplies were short, it
did not permit us to rest longer."16 The captain general found people at the
Red House: "The Indians of Chichilticale say that whenever they travel to the
sea for fish and other things they bring back, they travel cross-country, and
they take ten days' travel [to get] there."17 These comments by Coronado acknowledge that there were people at Chichilticale, but that they had no food
the Spaniards would eat. Notably, even though it was the hottest and driest
season of the year, Coronado did not mention lack of water at Chichilticale.
Castaneda described the people found at Chichilticale by speculating
on why only ruins remained: "It must have been caused to be abandoned by
those of the land that are the most barbarous people of those seen until
here. They live in rancherias without settlements. They live by the hunt."18
This depiction might be based on actual circumstances observed by
Castaneda. For example the earliest nomadic ancestral Apaches lived in
dome-shaped, brush-covered shelters. 19 To Castaneda such shelters might
have appeared to be little more than temporary covers rather than permanent houses. The phrase "live by the hunt" may have derived from his observation of the Chichilticale people hunting game, or ofslaughtered game
hanging in a rancheria, or extrapolated from the observation that no farming was practiced. The identity of these hunter-gatherers remains unknown.
The advance party at Chichilticale consisted of at least one hundred to
possibly more than one thousand people, plus livestock. They were present
at the site from the evening of 19 June until the morning of 22 June, a span
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including three nights, two days, and an evening. Spaniards visited
Chichilticale both before and after the advance party. Some of the explorers who could have preceded Coronado at the site include Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca, Marcos de Niza, and Esteban the Moor. None of these
travelers, however, reported being at Chichilticale.
Spaniard Juan de Zaldfvar testified that he and Melchior Dfaz were
present at Chichilticale in late 1539 or early 1540: "As Captain with sixteen
horsemen he crossed the land until arriving at Chichitequecale ... and he
did not go beyond because of the great cold and because they were informed
that there had been great snow and they could not pass through."20 The four
horsemen shepherding the livestock of the advance party passed through
Chichilticale in July 1540.21 In late summer or early fall of 1540, Dfaz, Juan
Gallego, and Marcos probably stopped at Chichilticale, going southbound
from Cfbola carrying the 3 August 1540 letter from Coronado to Viceroy
Antonio de Mendoza. 22
Later in autumn 1540, the northbound following army likely went by way
of Chichilticale. During the winter of 1540-1541, Coronado sent messengers,
including Luis de Figueredo, from the Cfbola region to Sonora, and they
probably saw ChichilticaleY On 23 April 1541, Coronado departed the Cfbola
region for Quivira, and at that time he dispatched Pedro de Tovar to Sonora. 24
Tovar returned to the Cfbola area in August or September of that year. Tovar
likely traveled via Chichilticale on his roundtrip to Sonora. When Tovar arrived back at the camp of Coronado, he delivered a letter to Garcia Lopez de
Cardenas. This letter announced the death ofan older brother, and Cardenas
left for Mexico City. When Cardenas reached Sonora, he found the territory
in rebellion, and he returned in haste to the Cfbola region. Cardenas possibly
went through Chichilticale twice in the fall of 1541. 25 Coronado departed the
Cfbola environs in April 1542. The southbound retreating army returned to
Mexico by way of Chichilticale. 26 This army represents the largest contingent
ever present at a single time at Chichilticale. In summary there occurred
three visits to Chichilticale by large groups - the June 1540 advance party, the
autumn 1540 following army, and the 1542 retreating army. Small parties visited Chichilticale at least eight times between 1539 and 1542.
The advance party departed the Red House on 22 June 1540. Jaramillo
recounted the journey: "Past the mountain we went to a deep, high-banked
arroyo where we came upon water and grass for the horses. From this arroyo,
or from back at Nexpa, as I have said, we turned, it seems to me, almost to
the northeast. From here, by the same path, we went, I believe, in three
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MAP 1. PORTION OF CORONADO TRAIL

(Map by and courtesy author)

days, to a river that we named San Juan, because we arrived on that day."17
Coronado provided a different temporal anchor for this stretch of the journey and thus overrode the admittedly shaky memory of Jaramillo by reducing his three-day journey to only two days: "I crossed the boundary of the
unsettled region on the eve of San Juan's [feast] day."18 Coronado considered the boundary of the unsettled region to be the 22 June campsite at the
"deep, high-banked arroyo." 1 interpret this arroyo to be Siphon Canyon,
the drainage to the east from Apache Spring at Fort Bowie National Historic Site. The expedition could have utilized water from the spring, and
grass was likely abundant in the triangular-shaped, open valley west of the
arroyo and the spring.
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According to Coronado, the advance party proceeded the following morning of 23 June, the eve of San Juan's feast day. They departed the deep, highbanked arroyo and trekked to the next campsite. On 24 June, St. John's Day,
the advance party moved on, arriving at a river Coronado named the Rio
San Juan in honor of the day of that saint. On the modern calendar, the
date was 4 July, and the campsite was at the present-day Rio Gila.
As part of the preliminary exploration leading to the Coronado journey,
the Franciscan friar Marcos de Niza was sent north in 1539. Don Antonio de
Mendoza, viceroy of New Spain, provided supplies for the Marcos adventure, and he also demanded that the French friar adhere to thirteen specific
directives. A portion of the tenth directive reads, "You will take great care
always to ascertain whether there is knowledge of the seacoast, both in the
northern direction and in the southern."29 Marcos pursued his orders: "[I]
found out that the coast turns to the sunset very suddenly, and because
since the beginning of this first despoblado [unsettled region] that I crossed
the coast always came inserting itself to the north, and since such a thing as
the coast turning is so important, which I realized and understood, I went
searching for it."30 This abrupt turn in the coastline - a turn to the west from
a northerly trend-was something that demanded reporting to the viceroy.
The Coronado Expedition also recognized the significance of change in
bearing of the coastline. The Spaniards believed that by observing where
the interior mountains turned from a northerly trend to a westerly trend
they could ascertain the latitude of where the coastline turns.
Chichilticale is a place where the mountains turn. Castaneda situates the
Red House at a crook in the trend of the sierra, and he relates it to the coast of
the Gulf of California: "The reason the mountains change is that the Sea of
Cortes arrives as far north as this rest stop, and the coast turns, and likewise
the chain of mountains turns."31 I interpret the bend at Chichilticale to be
where the north-trending Chiricahua Mountains turn sharply at Apache Pass
to become the northwest-trending Dos Cabezas Mountains. Combining the
account ofJaramillo with that of Castaneda, Chichilticale is at the foot of the
mountains where the chain of mountains turns. This location is southwest of
Apache Pass in Cochise County, Arizona.

Archaeological Sites
After I was satisfied with a predicted route of the expedition and I possessed
a visual image of Chichilticale and its setting, I had to determine the exact
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location of the Red House. Primarily, I needed to know where red adobe
walls might exist along the predicted route of the expedition at the foot of
the mountains southwest of Apache Pass. To help with this, Riley introduced me to John Ware, director of the Amerind Foundation, who very
kindly made arrangements for me to access the confidential site records at
the foundation. On 3 January zo05, I found cards in the Amerind file indicating that two archaeological sites exist along the route I predicted to be
that of Coronado. One card dated 15 June 1934 describes the Light
Gopherhole site (FF:z:z), and the other dated 195Z reports the "Kukendahl
[Kuykendall] site, also known as Cooper's Field near Granthams" (FF:2:l).l1
The descriptive location for the Light Gopherhole site (FF:z:z) is a "large
ruin northwest of Granthams Store (3/4 mile)." The descriptive location for
the "Kukendahl" site is "Located on [the] road to Chiracahuas [sic] from
Pearce. 8 miles east of Willcox Douglas highway. On north side of road on
Kukendahl property." Although the Amerind card does not provide a legal
location for the "Kukendahl" site, the published document of avocational
archaeologists Jack P. Mills and Vera M. Mills reports that the Kuykendall
Ruins are situated in Township 18S, Range Z7 East, Section 10 (TI8S-Rz7ESlO), in the southwest quarter of that section. ll
The verbal location offered for the Light Gopherhole site includes a
reference from Granthams Store. Local Cochise County historians John
Magoffin and Mary Magoffin told me where the store once operated, and
they placed it in TI8S-Rz7E-SI4, in the extreme northwest quarter of that
section. This spot is about three-quarters of a mile southeast of Kuykendall
Ruins. Given this location of Granthams Store, it is clear that Light
Gopherhole (FF:z:z) is the same as the "Kukendahl" site (FF:z:l). This area
is on my predicted route of Coronado.
Independent of the Amerind Foundation site cards, former Amerind director Anne I. Woosley reported several sites in the Turkey Creek area that
might contain adobe walls. l4 Woosley refrained from divulging the exact
locations of these sites: "The precise locations of sites are purposefully not
given ... but are recorded in the Amerind Foundation site files."l5 Ware and
I could not find the files reported to have been created by Woosley.
Even though the locations of the Woosley sites are intentionally inaccurately reported, I still determined a general location of the various Turkey
Creek-area sites. I concluded that all but one of these sites were too far east
to be on the predicted Coronado route. The single site that corresponded to
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the route is FF:2:6, described by Woosley as thirty-five acres in size, located
in TI8S-Rz7E-Su, at elevation 1,378 meters (4,521 feet), and at 1.6 kilometers
(0.99 miles) south of Turkey Creek. Ignoring the legal location and instead
using the elevation and the distance from Turkey Creek, this site must be on
the extreme eastern side ofTI8S-Rz7E-SlO. This location is a half-mile due
east of the Kuykendall site, which suggests that there are at least two pueblos
in the Kuykendall area. The Mills confirm such to be the case: "There is a
Red on Brown site about three fourths of a mile east of this village (on another
ranch) which appears to be much older than the Kuykendall village."36 This
depicts the location where Woosley places site FF:2:6.
I concluded that only two sites corresponded with my predicted Coronado
route where it approached the foot of the mountains south of Apache Pass.
These are the Kuykendall Ruin-Light Gopherhole site and the FF:2:6 site.
The Kuykendall Ruins are described as forty-five acres in size, and site FF:2:6
as thirty-five acres in size. These two sites are within a half-mile of each
other. I considered it reasonable to believe that a pueblo complex of this
size might have had at least a few adobe walls present at the time ofCoronado.

Kuykendall Ruins
Jack and Vera Mills began excavation of Kuykendall Ruins in 1951, completed their fieldwork in 1961, and published their findings in 1969, devoting ten years of their lives to outdoor exploration at the site. 37 The addendum
to their report records the date of village abandonment: "Fire pit number
one gave a date of AD 1385 plus or minus 23 years. One of the fire pits gave a
date of AD 1375 plus or minus 18 years."38 This time frame conforms to that of
archaeologist Steven LeBlanc, who suggested that sometime near 1400 the
southern Mogollon area became abandoned. Referring to post-1300 sites,
LeBlanc writes: "Almost all the excavated rooms from these sites show evidence for rapid abandonment. Ceramic assemblages, metates, and even
small items like bone awls, axes, and fetishes are left behind. Whether these
abandonments occurred simultaneously is unknown, but it seems that the
entire area east ofthe San Pedro River was virtually abandoned by AD 1450."39
It is fair to hypothesize that the Kuykendall village was abandoned between
1385 and 1450. This assumption means that the ruins of the roofless red
house called Chichilticale by the Coronado chroniclers could have been
the remains of a house in the Kuykendall village, which was abandoned
from 100 to 150 years before the arrival of the captain general.
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The Millses describe the Kuykendall houses as being "built of adobe.
Walls varied in thickness, from 6 in. to 18 in., the average being about 8 or 9
in."40 Room Thirty-two, House Three, Compound One provided them with
an opportunity to calculate the wall height: "The south wall had fallen outward, into the courtyard. However, it had not fallen apart but simply laid
down intact. A measurement of this wall gives an idea of the original height
of the building, which would have been 6 112 to 7 112, possibly 8 feet, if the
roof were included."41
With respect to wall size, one specific Kuykendall wall is of particular
interest. Referring to House Eight, Compound One, the Millses record,
"Between rooms 9 and 10 and rooms 13 and 14 ... there is an extra thick
adobe wa11."42 This thick wall is twenty-one and a half feet long. Given that
the walls are estimated to have been possibly seven and a half feet tall without a roof, this particularly high, thick wall might have prompted an observer like Castaneda to suspect that the ruins might once have been a fort.
For Castaneda red is the central topic of Chichilticale. This color had
such a profound impact on him that it dominates his physical descriptions
of the fabled structure. The Millses found red color at Kuykendall and were
impressed enough to record its presence and to explain its cause. Describing Kuykendall they comment: "This village had been burned. With only
one exception, every house excavated had intense fire in some part of it. In
some instances, falling roof structures had smothered the fire while in others the entire house was destroyed by the conflagration."43 House roofs were
built with juniper wood: "Roofs were constructed by placing large roof timbers across from wall to wall, or from one wall to a large central roof beam
supported by large posts. Smaller roof timbers were laid across these."44 The
fire at Kuykendall village caused the roofs to be burned off the houses. The
burning likely occurred after the village was abandoned but before the arrival of the expedition. If Kuykendall and Chichilticale are the same place,
then Coronado arrived at a burned village.
The Millses recount specific burned rooms on four occasions. Of Room
Three, House Five, Compound One, they observe: "The fire had been most
intense here. Large masses of charred roof thatch and the adobe walls were
burned to a brick red."45 They explain Room One, House Ten, Compound
Two: "The room had been burned with such intense heat the adobes were
red."46 About Room One and Room Three, House Fourteen, Compound
Four, they record: "Plaster still remained on some parts of the walls. It was
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burned to a brick red," and "The fire was so hot [that] some of the pottery
was ruined and the walls and roof were burned brick red."47 Clearly, the
Millses, like Castaneda, took note of the red color of the walls.
The husband and wife team of the Mills contributed a most compelling
observation. They attributed the eye-catching red color to the intense heat
produced by the burning of the village. If this is the case, then the red did not
originate from the color of the soil; rather it came from the interaction of the
iron oxides in the adobe with heat. It follows that searching for red soil as the
source of the red color of Chichilticale is misguided. The red of Chichilticale
comes from heating an adobe that may originally have been much less red
than the color seen by the Spaniards at the burned site. The Millses chose an
interesting description for the red they witnessed at Kuykendall Ruins - brick
red. Bricks are produced by the heating of building soil.
The Millses report only four rooms with walls of brick-red color, although
the village contained scores of rooms. They did not excavate all the buildings in the village: "There are other houses on the site.... We believe that
little more could be learned by further excavation."48 However, in 1969 they
returned to the Kuykendall site and excavated one more house for the purpose oflocating a fire pit for dating. They called the structure Burned House,
because in every room they found evidence of extreme heat. The Millses
did not describe the walls of Burned House other than to imply that they
were only a few inches tall. They stated that in Room Five "an area near the
second collared post was burned to a deep orange color."49
In total the Millses report five instances of red or orange color associated
with Kuykendall walls or floors. They accredit these colors to fire, and they
write that the entire village was burned. One wonders whether there were
more brick-red walls present than they actually reported, and whether at
least some of the unexcavated houses have undiscovered red walls. If intense heat brings out the red in the Kuykendall adobes, then it is likely that
any room subjected to such heat would acquire brick-red walls. A compelling case can be argued that other rooms with red walls must certainly exist.
As I mentioned earlier, the Millses describe "intense" fire or heat in
association with charred roof timbers and roof thatch. They depict Room
Three, House Five, Compound One as having been burned by an intense
fire resulting in charred roof thatch and brick-red walls. 50 They also report
that Room One, House Ten, Compound Two contained red adobe walls
created by intense heat. 51
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Overall, not including Burned House, the Millses gave an account of
eighteen rooms as containing charred roof timbers, and they described nine
rooms as having been subjected to intense fire. The locations of these rooms
show that three large clusters occur: one cluster of five rooms in House
Five, Compound One; one cluster of five rooms in House Twelve, Compound Four; and one cluster of two rooms in House Fourteen, Compound
Four. They reported red walls in two of these three clusters. Abnormally
thick walls are associated with two of the three clusters.
Speculation, the offspring of imagination, often aids in the exploration
process. The Spaniards could possibly have seen the cluster of rooms in
House Fourteen. It has both red walls and thick walls. The two rooms that
show intense fire are adjacent to two rooms with reported red walls. This
cluster of four rooms contains thirteen total walls, three abnormally thick
with the thickest being a red wall eighteen and a half feet long. The, fourroom cluster measures approximately seven hundred forty-four square feet
in area. One continuous wall is thirty-four feet long, of which eighteen feet
were subjected to intense fire, and of which fourteen feet were reported to
be red. Six red outside walls are all joined together and total eighty feet.
The Spaniards would have seen a thick red wall eighteen feet long and
maybe as high as seven feet. They would have seen a thinner red wall also
eighteen feet long. If all the walls subjected to intense fire in House Fourteen had turned some shade of red, the Spaniards would have seen a fourroom red house, one outside red wall being thirty-four feet long and maybe
as high as seven feet. Such a sight might have inspired the description by
Castaneda: "The famous Chichilticale consisted of a ruined house without
a roof, although it seemed that in another time to have been a strong house,
this at the time it was inhabited.... It was of vermilion-colored adobe."52
Although expedition members who wrote about Chichilticale mentioned
the curiosity of red adobe, they never addressed the critical topic of water,
suggesting that the liquid was not lacking. Sufficient water undoubtedly
existed at prehistoric Kuykendall to support a farming economy, and the
supply remained into the twentieth century. In 1910 geologist and water
expert Oscar Edward Meinzer "undertook a co-operative investigation of
the ground waters and the possibilities of irrigation" in the Sulphur Spring
Valley.53 In Geology and Water Resources of Sulphur Spring Valley, Arizona
(1913), Meinzer includes a map entitled Plate II which shows numerous
shallow springs located in the Turkey Creek region. Within the area of these
springs is the Kuykendall site.
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The current topographic map shows that the Kuykendall site lies in a
wide drainage corridor extending south of Turkey Creek. 54 One of these
drainages is an arroyo on the north side of Kuykendall Ruins. The Millses
also observed this arroyo: "Remains of an old stream bed run through the
northeast part of the village. We believe this was a running stream at the
time the village was occupied."55 They describe a "walk-in well" at the Kuykendall site:

It was 25 ft. in diameter. ... The outer edges sloped to the center,
which was 4 ft. 6 in. below the surface. At this depth coarse gravel and
water worn pebbles and stones oflarger size were found. This type
gravel would allow seepage of water to filter through. The sloping sides
would allow the villagers to walk into the well to obtain water. 56
I reasoned that the Kuykendall location was probably selected as the village
site because the presence of shallow water provided a permanent water supply at the walk-in well, in addition to permanent pools of water from springs
in the arroyo. These sources were likely augmented by seasonal running
water in the stream.
I formulated a working hypothesis to explain what happened at Kuykendall
Ruins. Around the year 1400, the inhabitants of Kuykendall abandoned the
village. Either they were driven away by intruders, possibly the nomadic
Indians contacted by Coronado, or they left of their own accord. The departing villagers might have ignited the buildings, or perhaps the conflagration was caused by the intruders. The nomads who continued to occupy the
region often returned to Kuykendall for the water in the walk-in well and·
the pools in the arroyo.
Kuykendall was located where water was easily secured, and this characteristic caused the site to be a destination on the main trail connecting
waterholes. Coronado came to Kuykendall because he was simply following the trail that afforded water. At the time of his arrival in June 1540, only
the thicker, stronger walls of the buildings had survived the one hundred
fifty years since the village was abandoned. The captain general found nomads occupying the area around the ruins. These Indians are the ones described by Castaneda as "the most barbarous people of those seen until
here."57 More astonishing than the barbarians, apparently, was the sight of
large brick-red walls that resembled a fortress. Thus was born the legend of
Chichilticale, the Red House.
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Anticipated Artifacts
The Kuykendall Ruins were an excellent prospect for Chichilticale. Therefore, I determined who owned the property, contacted and interviewed the
owners, and successfully obtained an exploration lease. To anticipate what
artifacts I should expect to discover, I reviewed the findings of archaeologists at the five reported and accepted Coronado sites of Hawikku, Kyakima,
Santiago Pueblo, LA 54147, and Jimmy Owens. 58 During this evaluation, I
counted only artifacts that best represent possible Coronado-era material;
my tally of the total number of artifacts is sometimes at odds with those
reported. These comparisons are shown in table 1. 59
Working on the basis of these comparisons to other sites, I expected to
find only a small quantity of artifacts at Chichilticale. Places of extended
occupation have yielded relatively few artifacts; since I calculated that
Chichilticale did not experience extended occupation, I anticipated that
even fewer artifacts were likely. The briefly visited Jimmy Owens site, with
its large number of artifacts, may perhaps be a special circumstance caused
by a violent act of nature recounted by Castaneda as a torbellino (possibly a
tornado). Such a concentration of artifacts should not be expected to repeat
itself at Chichilticale. 60
The types of artifacts I expected to find at Chichilticale included expendable and lost items. I suspected that few expedition items were dispensable, thereby reducing the expected artifacts to lost objects. Iron was valuable,
even the iron of used horseshoe nails, which could be employed for another
purpose. The fact that archaeologist Jonathan E. Damp from the Zuni
Cultural Research Enterprise reports finding "a square nail that has been
modified for secondary use" at Hawikku suggests that nails were not disTable 1: Comparison of Coronado Sites
Site Name

Type of Site

Duration

Artifacts

Special Impact

Hawikku
Kyakima

Occupation
Visitation

46

Battle
Battle?

Santiago Pueblo
LA 54147
Jimmy Owens
Chichilticale

Occupation
Occupation
Campsite
Campsite

Months
Occasional
over Months
Months
Months
Days or Weeks
Days or Weeks

Number of artifacts interpreted by the author.

9
~10

17
was
Survey
in Progress

Storm (Tornado?)
Corrosive Soil?
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carded without cause, although the modification could have been performed
by an Indian who later discovered it. 61 Regardless, pieces of horseshoe nails,
such as nailheads, were likely cast aside. More than a dozen nailheads were
found at Hawikku. Horseshoes themselves were valuable and likely not discarded, unless broken and unavailable for secondary uses. The fact that the
possessions listed for Coronado expeditionary member Juan Jimenez, who
died in the Tiguex area of New Mexico, included five old horseshoes and a
broken machete implies that any broken metal was valuable. 62
Any item discarded or lost by the Spaniards was subject to being picked up
by the Indians. Horseshoe nails were attractive to Indians as adornments. This
idea is vividly illustrated by an event involving Capt. Alonso del Castillo
Maldonado, a companion ofCabeza de Vaca, when he was traveling through
northern Sonora in 1536. Captain Castillo "saw [on] a necklace of an Indian
a little swordbelt buckle, and on it [was] sewn a horseshoe nail."63 This observation alerted the lost Spaniards that their countrymen were in the region.
Completing my analysis and concluding that I should expect only a few
artifacts, I embarked upon the exploration of Kuykendall Ruins.
Exploration at Kuykendall Ruins

I generated an exploration map of the Kuykendall Ruins area; a simplified
version of this is presented as Map 2. I obtained a Digital Ortho Quarter
Quad (DOQQ), a computer-generated image of an aerial photograph, from
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to use as a base map. I spotted the ruins
on the image by rescaling the plat presented by the Millses as Fig. Ib in The
Kuykendall Site: A Pre-historic Salado Village in Southeastern Arizona

(1969).64 Fieldwork determined that the streambed and the eastern fence
shown on the plat still exist. By using these landmarks and the distance of
three-quarters of a mile shown by the Millses, rescaling was possible.
Exploration activity at the Kuykendall site was initiated by removing
Russian thistle (tumbleweed). Our team took care that nothing below ground
level was disturbed. Clearing the tumbleweed allowed a metal detector survey utilizing White's MXT instruments along measured grid lines spaced
one meter apart. This spacing ensured that surveying would overlap, guaranteeing that the greater part of the surface was explored. From late January
through middle April 2006, a total of 16.1 hectares (39.9 acres) were surveyed by individuals working on foot operating handheld metal detectors.
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MAP 2. KUYKENDALL RUINS WITH ARTIFACTS AND SURVEYS

Longitude and latitude are in decimal degrees.
(Map by author, modified from Mills and Mills, The Kuykendall Site,
1969, courtesy El Paso Archaeological Society)
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The majority of found metal objects included modern materials like aluminum, tin and foil consumer items, expended modern lead bullets, discarded ammunition casings-including shotgun shells-and fence and
bailing wire. The bulk of recovered wire was in very small pieces visible
only after being attracted by a magnet. Dozens ofshort pieces of rebar (metal
reinforcing rods) were found, and these appear to correlate with the edges
of buildings excavated or recognized by the Millses.
This survey also discovered artifacts suspected to be associated with the
Coronado Expedition. These artifacts were video recorded and photographed
at their discovery site, described and collected, and the locations of these finds
were CPS-positioned and marked with subsurface metal pins to ensure that
the exact spot could be relocated. The collected artifacts were compared to
similar artifacts in the collections at Zuni, New Mexico, and at the Floyd
County Historical Museum in Floydada, Texas. Afterward, all artifacts were
sent to the Conservation Research Laboratory at Texas A&M University for
cleaning, x-rays, examination, sketching and scanning, and preservation.
Map 2 shows that exploratory metal detector surveys were conducted in
five areas. One of these surveys was designed to explore north of the walk-in
well; nothing was found. Another survey was positioned to investigate east
of the main ruins on the south side of the dry streambed.
An iron crossbow bolthead was discovered near the streambed. The
piece was originally recorded as a corroded, ferrous, projectile-shaped
object. The ferrous object was cleaned and examined by Pearce Paul
Creasman of the Conservation Research Laboratory at Texas A&M University. He described its poor condition, warning that "attempts at consolidation or corrosion removal will destroy most of the diagnostic features
associated with the artifact."65
The piece reminded me of work done by archaeologist Frank Roland
Cagne Jr. on crossbow boltheads. One particular bolthead from an excavation in Florida came to mind. Gagne notes:
The bolthead from the Emanuel Point Ship Excavation of 1997 is quite
different from the aforementioned boltheads despite being from the
same period (1559)' All edges of the point are rounded by corrosion
including the point head. If the bolthead has a four-sided point face
(quadrilateral), no distinct edges <were noted. Despite the roundness
and lack of apparent edge, it is thought that after conservation this
bolthead will exhibit a quadrilateral point tip. The point is currently
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blunt and rounded probably as a result of corrosion. A tracing of one of
the boltheads (38BUI62G-18A) from Ft. San Felipe appears to be the
same type of bolthead. 66
A conversation with John Bratten of the University of West Florida confirmed that Gagne was correct. Conservation of the Emanuel Point artifact
revealed a copper bolthead with a quadrilateral tipY
I knew that the projectile-shaped object found at Kuykendall Ruins was
iron, and I understood that boltheads found at Fort San Felipe, occupied by
the Spanish from 1566 through 1587 and located in modern South Carolina, also were iron. Archaeologist Stanley South described the Fort San
Felipe bolts: "Eight iron bolt points from crossbow arrowheads, or quarrels,
were recovered from inside Fort San Felipe.... Note the contrast between
those conserved and those still retaining their coating of corrosion from
four centuries of oxidation."68 A caption below six of the crossbow bolt points
addressed their condition: "The three on the left (162H-91A) were conserved
to bare metal. With those on the right an attempt was made to conserve the
accumulated rust as well, but separation of the corrosion from the iron cores
is taking place."69
I consulted with Creasman, and we decided that x-rays of the Kuykendall
object offered our best chance to see its true form. Creasman took numerous x-rays: "Several combinations of time (seconds) and power (kV) were
attempted in order to produce the best quality and most analytical results.
All images were taken at a set distance of 31 inches." The efforts of Creasman
successfully provided us with a picture of the corroded object: "X-rays revealed that a viable ferrous core exists."7o
I desired to see x-rays of other iron crossbow boltheads. Chester DePratter
of the Santa Elena Project at the University of South Carolina Institute of
Archaeology and Anthropology informed me that no x-rays of Fort San Felipe
boltheads were taken. Donny Hamilton of Texas A&M University contributed several German iron crossbow boltheads of undetermined age, and
Creasman placed these plus the Kuykendall ferrous object on the same tray
and took x-rays of them together. This effort demonstrated that the
Kuykendall object appeared to be a bolthead. Like the German boltheads,
it possessed a ferrule in which to insert the bolt shaft and a diamond-shaped
point. Figure 1shows x-rays of the Kuykendall object, and figure 2 illustrates
the German boltheads.
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FIG. 1. X-RAY OF KUYKENDALL IRON BOLTHEAD

Note the ferrule visible on the base of the image on the left. Also
note the diamond-shaped point of the image on the right.

(X-rays by Pearce Paul Creasman, Conservation Research Laboratory,
Texas A6M University)

I wanted to see a scale comparison of the Kuykendall object to iron
boltheads from Fort San Felipe, so I produced figure 3. My graphic demonstrates that the Kuykendall artifact is quite comparable in size and shape to
iron boltheads from the South Carolina site.
Crossbow boltheads are diagnostic of the Coronado Expedition. Prior to
the arrival of the expedition in the Southwest, crossbows were nonexistent.
By the time that the Spaniards returned to southeastern Arizona after
Coronado, crossbows had become outmoded as weapons for the Spanish
military. Gagne observed: "In the Southwest, only two other sets of explorers [aside from the Coronado Expedition] used crossbows. The ChamuscadoRodriquez-Lopez and the Espejo-Luxan expeditions are the only other
expeditions to the Southwest before Onate's 1598 attempt." None of these
three post-Coronado expeditions traveled through southeastern Arizona.
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FIG. 2. X-RAYS OF GERMAN IRON BOLTHEADS

(X-rays by Pearce Paul Creasman, Conservation Research Laboratory,
Texas A6M University, courtesy Donny Hamilton, Texas A6M
University)
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FIG. 3. BOLTHEAD COMPARISONS
Comparison prepared by Nugent Brasher.
(Fort San Felipe boltheads courtesy South, Stanley, Russell K.
Skowronek, and Richard E. Johnson, Spanish Artifacts from Santa
Elena, Anthropological Studies 7=107=1988. University of South,
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology. Columbia,
Kuykendall boltheads courtesy author)
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Moreover, Gagne writes that "the muster of the 1598 Onate attempt does not
mention crossbows."71 Therefore, any croSSGOW boltheads found in southeastern Arizona can be confidently associated with the Coronado Expedition.
Except for a single iron crossbow bolthead found at the Jimmy Owens
site, all boltheads found in the Southwest were made of copper. However,
iron crossbow boltheads were the rule in the Southeast, where Hernando
de Soto explored during the same era that Coronado explored in the Southwest. I believe that the corroded, ferrous, projectile-shaped object found at
Kuykendall Ruins is an iron crossbow bolthead. If I am correct, then this is
the first object ever found in Arizona that can be confidently linked to the
Coronado Expedition.
Map 2 shows that metal detector exploration occurred principally in the
northwest half of the Ruins. Compound One is located here. The Millses
described the northeast corner of Compound One as where intense fire
occurred and resulted in brick red walls. 7Z At this spot, three suggestive artifacts were discovered, all situated within a few meters of one another. These
include a copper bell, an awl or needle, and the shank of what might be a
sixteenth-century horseshoe nail.
The Kuykendall bell is a decorated Tarascan copper crotal. After examining digital images of the bell, anthropologist Victoria D. Vargas identified
it as a type ICl2a and described its implications: "The significant thing about
your bell and its style is that none of this style were recovered from Casas
Grandes (Paquime). What this means in direct relevance to your bell is that
it was traded through a separate network from western Mexico that had
nothing to do with any interaction with Casas Grandes." During a subseo
quent telephone conversation, Vargas added that these types of bells were
from the Tarascan Empire of western Mexico and were manufactured from
1200 until shortly after the arrival of the Spanish, perhaps as late as about
1520. Vargas suggested that adorned bells, like the Kuykendall bell, were
likely considered personally valuable prestige goods and were closely guarded
even after manufacturing ceased. 73
The Millses discovered two bells during their 1950S excavation. They
state, "We found a copper bell on the surface," and they depict the location
as "west of house three."74 This position is off the northwest corner of Compound One, about 80 meters (262 feet) west of where the bell, awl, and nail
were unearthed in 2006 and in an area where metal detectors encountered
such an anomalous concentration of metal that the site was blocked off for
future exploration. The Millses recovered a second bell, "a small copper
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bell ... badly deteriorated," in Compound Three, House One.i' This location is 410 meters (1,345 feet) south-southeast of the bell, awl, and nail discovered in 2006 and in an area as yet unsurveyed by metal detectors.
Anthropologist Roderick Sprague examined the Kuykendall bells found by
the Millses and classified them as Tarascan type ICla. 76
Copper bells were considered trade items. 77 Typically, trade items were
initially carried along trade routes. Vargas explains: "West Mexico appears
to be the likely source of copper bells in the U.S. Southwest. ... This is
supported by the presence in West Mexico of all the bell types."78 Riley
provides a temporal aspect to copper bell trade:
The data ... certainly point to strong mesoamerican influence, not
only in the sixteenth century but for many hundreds of years before
the coming of the Spaniards. The Southwest and Mesoamerica were
probably not involved in "heavy" trade. In fact, the only basically
mesoamerican products traded into the Southwest for which we have
clear evidence are parrots and macaws, their feathers, copper (mostly
in the form of small bells or tinklers) and some pottery. There may,
indeed, have been other things; some of the shell perhaps came from
Mesoamerica. 79
Along my proposed route of the Coronado Expedition, a number of bells
have been found. In addition to the bells unearthed at Kuykendall, five
other bells of at least three different types have been recovered from three of
my predicted expedition campsites. A single unclassified bell was also discovered a few miles from one of these camps. (Respecting the wishes of the
private landowners, I am unable to reveal these locations at this time.)
These bells were made by the Tarascans, the people of western Mexico
famous for their copper metallurgy. The occurrence of Tarascan bells at
Kuykendall and three other prospective camps, plus the presence of a bell
near a predicted camp, suggests that the trail common to these bell locations
was connected with the west coast of Mexico. Coronado traveled just such a
route. Tarascans represented a significant human component ofthe Coronado
Expedition. so It is not unreasonable to suspect that Tarascan Indians accompanying the expedition were leading Coronado over a trail they had blazed
with their bell trade and that the anomalous prevalence of copper crotals
found at Coronado campsites is evidence of previous commercial exchanges,
as well as, perhaps, bells lost at camps by Tarascans in the expedition.
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Also diagnostic ofthe Coronado Expedition are caret-head horseshoe nails,
or bifacet horseshoe nails. Within a few meters of the Tarascan bell, our team
of metal-detector experts found what is possibly the shank of such a nail.
Although the critical and diagnostic part of the nail, the caret head, is missing, when laid side-by-side with caret-head nails of the Coronado artifact collections at Zuni and at Floydada the shank of the nail found at Kuykendall
Ruins compares quite favorably in size, shape, and construction (fig. 4).

FIG.

4.

COMPARISON OF KUYKENDALL NAIL TO CARET-HEAD NAILS

DISCOVERED AT OTHER SITES

(Photographs by and courtesy author, TO and H artifacts courtesy
Floyd County Historical Museum and Zuni Cultural Research
Enterprise, K artifact courtesy author)
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Within a meter or so of the copper bell and the nail shank, we found an
iron awl. Although awls are not diagnostic of the Coronado era, they existed
in the expedition inventory and are present in Coronado collections. The
close proximity of the awl to the suspected horseshoe nail and the bell is
suggestive of a possible Coronado presence.
About seventy meters (230 feet) north of the discovery site of the bell, awl,
and nail, our metal-detector team discovered a milled bust coin dated 1774.
The coin sports a bust of Spanish king Carlos III, rendered in Latin on the
coin as Carolus III. This particular coin was minted in Mexico City, where
such coins were produced from 1772 until 1821. Bust coins were also minted
in Lima, Peru, and Potosi, Bolivia. The coin had a value of eight reales.
The 1774 bust coin suggests the presence of Spaniards at the ruins later
on in the colonial period. Military reports from that era indicate that the
Spaniards used Apache Pass, called Puerto del Dado. sl This ancillary evidence supports the contention that the trail followed by the Coronado Expedition passed through Kuykendall Ruins and Apache Pass and that the
Spaniards resumed use of this trail in later colonial times.
In addition to our metal detecting on the south side of the arroyo, two
tracts on the north side of the streambed were explored. An awl was discovered. All four sides of the awl can be clearly seen and felt. This forged awl is
quadrilateral in cross section and similar to one in the Coronado collection
housed in the Floyd County Historical Museum.
Iron is notably scarce in the area surveyed with metal detectors at
Kuykendall Ruins. An exception to this is an area of approximately two thousand square meters (0-49 acres) where our metal-detector experts found dozens of iron pieces, including nails, bolts, nuts, washers, wire, horseshoes,
and parts of unrecognizable objects. This spot is interpreted to be the site of
a late nineteenth- or early twentieth-century shop or barn. All the iron at
this spot is highly corroded. The horseshoes flake and fall apart when
handled; the nails are no larger than pins; the nuts, bolts, and washers are
thin and pitted. Outside this site, very few iron pieces exist, and they are no
larger than the size of small wire.
Metal other than iron, incl uding copper buttons and silver garment clasps,
was also found at the shop or barn location. All the copper and silver is
intact and appears almost new. The buttons are marked "Copper Queen
Store," a famous mercantile emporium that was built in Naco, Arizona, in
1900 and that operated until the 193os.82 One of the silver garment clasps is
stamped 1896. The contrast between the condition of the iron objects and
the non-iron objects is striking.
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Rebar, an iron material found at Kuykendall Ruins, is interpreted to be a
remnant of the excavation by the Millses beginning in 1951. Most of the
rebar, although corroded, is intact and strong, except for some on the north
side of the dry streambed. Several pieces of rebar found there have been
reduced to resemble a sharpened pencil, the point being the part of the
rebar that was driven into the ground.
Due to the combination of highly corroded iron at the shop or barn site,
the extremely corroded rebar north of the streambed, and the scarcity of
iron during the extensive metal-detector survey, I considered that "ironeating soil" might exist at Kuykendall Ruins. Given the corroded condition
of iron interpreted to be only 100 years old, I am concerned that the great
majority of460-year-old Coronado vintage iron was destroyed by the nature
of the soil. This would result in the unfortunate absence of diagnostic horseshoes and horseshoe nails. To better address this possibility, I plan to supply
soil samples to an engineering company competent to generate a rate of
change table predicting how iron is affected by the Kuykendall soil.
In total our metal-detector team discovered six artifacts of interest at
Kuykendall Ruins during the initial field season of January-April 2006. The
iron bolthead provides compelling physical evidence of the presence of the
Coronado Expedition. It may be the first and only artifact found in Arizona
that can be linked to Coronado. The finding of just this Single crossbow
bolthead located along a well thought-out, very likely, and intentionally
searched route is of paramount importance. Given that just a small portion
of the site has been searched, resulting in only a few Spanish artifacts, it is
likely that we have not yet found the Coronado camps. I anticipate that
when our search resumes.we will uncover additional artifacts. Even if ironeating soil is determined to be present, copper and brass artifacts from the
expedition should have remained intact.
In addition to the evidence of Coronado offered by the bolthead, the
description by the Millses of red walls affirms the account of Castaneda.
The nail, the bell, the awls, and the coin suggest that the Kuykendall site
itself lay on a major travel route. Given this cumulative evidence, it is reasonable to conclude that Kuykendall Ruins is likely the site of the fabled
Red House called Chichilticale.

Additional Prospects Explored
Exploration was also undertaken at the first campsite predicted north of
Chichilticale. This is Camp 22 June, located at Apache Spring and the Fort
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Bowie National Historic Site. In addition we conducted limited exploration
at Camp 23 June, located on a private ranch north of Fort Bowie.
During my 3 January 2005 visit to the Amerind Foundation, I was introduced to Bill Hoy, the first Park Ranger at Fort Bowie National Historic Site.
Over the course of a week, Hoy twice met me at Fort Bowie and guided me
on walks through Apache Pass. During the second excursion I met Park Ranger
Larry Ludwig and discussed my theory that Coronado had passed through
Apache Pass, a possibility that Ludwig, like Hoy, had not previously heard.
I first apprised the Flints of my predicted Coronado route a few days after
meeting Ludwig. We talked about the desirability of a metal-detector survey at Fort Bowie, and they suggested that I contact National Park Service
archaeologist Charles Haecker, who participated in the survey of Hawikku.
I agreed to discuss my predicted route with Haecker so that he could secure
the necessary permissions to facilitate a Fort Bowie metal-detector survey.
Haecker successfully made arrangements, and the Fort Bowie survey was
conducted in early April 2005. The metal-detector experts focused on two
areas controlled by a measured grid that ensured total coverage of both
sites. These areas are near the Butterfield stage station and the cemetery.
Both these locations contained a large number of post-Coronado military
artifacts-so many artifacts that a measured grid survey could not be conducted within a reasonable time span. The metal-detector experts also executed an uncontrolled, random, and brief survey of the western entrance
to Apache Pass. No Coronado-vintage artifacts were discovered at any of the
three survey sites.
We also investigated the predicted second campsite north ofChichilticale.
This is Camp 23 June. (Respecting the wishes of the owner, I am keeping
the exact location confidential for the time being.) Over the course of several visits to the site, I surveyed a measured grid of 0.97 hectares (2.4 acres)
and discovered a lead ball measuring 0.535 caliber. Haecker recalled that
researchers had studied lead-ball composition to discriminate between
American and Mexican militaries at a site in Texas. He obtained three lead
balls from Damp that had been found at Hawikku (Zuni) and one lead ball
found at Kyakima (Zuni) for comparison purposes.
I arranged for a metallurgic analysis of the lead balls from Zuni and the
one from Camp 23 June. Ellery E. Frahm conducted this examination at
the University of Minnesota Electron Microprobe Laboratory in Minneapolis. Frahm provided data that I used to generate graphics useful for nonparametric comparisons of the five lead-ball compositions.B3 The lead ball
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from Camp 23 June (0.535 caliber) and Hawikku FS138 (0.48 caliber) correlate on individually measured metallurgic composition. On another front, I
consulted flintlock rifle manufacturer G. L. Jones. 84 He explained that lead
balls are almost never pure lead since ball-makers throw about anything
into the molten brew to add volume and that a handful ofsand is a common
additive. Jones described ridges and sprues on lead balls and related these
features to the method of manufacturing and the amount of wear.
Considering the counsel of Jones and the data from Frahm, I interpreted
that the Camp 23 June lead ball and the Hawikku FS138 lead ball correlate
in many respects. The two balls are composed of the same relative amount
of metals, the only difference being the quantity of sand tossed into the
molten lead. Neither ball is store bought. Both balls were made in the field,
used before being carried very far in a bag, and were made by ball-makers
who needed to add some volume to their brew, likely as a result of a lead
shortage. The practice of making items in the field using expedient materials because of shortages fits a setting such as the Coronado Expedition and
offers encouragement that Camp 23 June will eventually produce artifacts
diagnostic of the expedition.
Exploration continues at Kuykendall and at Camp 23 June. Only a small
portion of each site has been surveyed, and a significant concentration of
artifacts has not yet been discovered. Even considering my expectations of
finding only a few artifacts, I believe that more can be found at Kuykendall.
Specific locations, such as near the walk-in well, demand special attention.
Hopefully we will find metal artifacts like caret-head horseshoe nails, crossbow boltheads, and Clarksdale copper bells because such diversity will help
to validate the presumed discovery of Chichilticale. Techniques currently
being planned or employed include magnetometer surveys to locate hearths
that can be radiocarbon dated and might contain bones of domestic sheep
and metal detector surveys utilizing a MineLab GP3000 configured with a
deep-reading Coil-Tek forty inches by twenty inches DO coil. The South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology has agreed to provide
iron crossbow boltheads for x-ray analysis. A study to determine the corrosion rate of soil at Kuykendall is being considered. Finally, planning for a
conventional archaeological survey and excavation complete with establishment of archaeological control and context is underway. Exploration
also continues at several other prospective campsites and at specific places
along the predicted trail.
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Summary Statement
I believe that the route followed by Coronado and his expedition was a very
old trail that was used for centuries before Coronado and continued to be
used after him. At the site I interpret to be Chichilticale, the Millses found
St. Johns BIR, St. Johns Polychrome, Tularosa WIR, Maverick Mt. Polychrome, Pinedale Polychrome, Kinishba Polychrome, and Salt Red trade
ceramics that span a range of time from 1100 to 1450.85 Our metal-detector
experts discovered a copper bell dated within the time span 1200 to the
Spanish contact and a 1774 silver-milled bust coin minted in Mexico City.
These dates suggest that traders and travelers followed the trail for centuries
before Coronado, that Indians likely continued to do so after Coronado,
and that, as soon as the Spanish returned in the 1600s, they resumed use of
the route. A large Mexican pack train traveled this trail to Sonora as late as
1858.86 These events all point toward the trail being old and well established.
I believe that our team has discovered Chichilticale. The iron bolthead
offers strong physical evidence of the expedition, and the nail shank suggests confirmation. The fact that application of my exploration theory successfully discovered artifacts that demonstrate use of the trail as early as the
twelfth century and as late as the nineteenth century, as well as revealed at
least one artifact dating to the Coronado Expedition, suggests that the site is
on a major trail. The red adobe walls found by the Millses fit the description offered by Castaneda. The topographical setting of the site matches
that reported by Jaramillo and Castaneda. All these factors suggest that the
site is Chichilticale.
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